In multi-pass space-borne SAR interferometry, the two acquisitions often present low correlation levels and very noisy phase measurements which are incompatible with automatic phase unwrapping. Instead of dealing with many residues due to erroneous wrapped phase di erences, we propose to use the local frequency as measured by a spectral analysis algorithm presented in a previous paper 1]. For this purpose we present two conventional unwrapping algorithms, one local, the other global, that we revisit to bene t from the robust local frequency estimates. For a local approach based on path following techniques, we use the frequency estimates in a slope compensated lter which extend the complex averaging up to a su cient number of look to eliminate residues due to the noise. Then we connect residues due to non-interferometric features along mask components resulting from the detection of lay-overs and uncorrelated areas. For a global approach such as weighted least squares methods, we demonstrate that the use of noisy discrete phase gradient leads to a biased solution.
Introduction
Many pairs of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images acquired by ERS satellites present interferometric potential. This establishes multi-pass space-borne SAR interferometry as one of the most advanced techniques to produce high resolution digital elevation models (DEM) 2] and to detect small earth motions 3]. Theoretical feasibility and performances have been studied and demonstrated by several authors 4] 5] 6], while processing techniques give rise to active researches and publications, mostly addressing two di erent steps: interferogram generation 7] 8] and twodimensional (2-D) phase unwrapping 9] 10]. But the whole process has not yet reached su cient robustness to warrant automated DEM production as commonly produced by stereo vision with optical images.
The presence of many residues (adjacent pixels with phase di erence greater than ) often reveals that the phase is too noisy and the fringe pattern not regular enough to allow automatic unwrapping over large areas covering unknown relief. Unwrapping di culties result from two kinds of corruption: the noise which a ects any phase estimation and increases when the complex correlation between the two original SAR images decreases 11] . In this case, fringe patterns exist, but poisoned by the noise.
non-interferometric features where fringes or fringe continuity have disappeared (this happen when there is no back-scattered signal or no correlation, or in case of abrupt topography).
Automatic unwrapping techniques make use of phase gradient estimates. In order to ll up the gap between corrupted interferograms and the reliable phase gradients needed for unwrapping, we propose to bene t from a robust estimation of local frequencies published in a recent paper 1]. In the present paper, we show the improvements brought by the use of these frequency estimates in two of the main unwrapping approaches: a local approach, which integrates discrete phase di erences along selected paths and requires the connection of the residues to avoid error propagations 9]. This approach usually fails when the noise creates many residues which cannot be correctly connected. In this case, we propose to use the knowledge of local frequencies to reduce the number of residues by a lter adapted to the local fringe pattern. Remaining residues in noise-free interferograms are mostly due to non-interferometric features which can be detected in a classi cation process 12] . This local approach is developped in section 3. a global approach, which is based on the minimization of the integrated distance between the phase gradient measured on the interferogram and the gradient of the unwrapped phase 10]. We rst demonstrate that discrete phase di erences corrupted by the noise provide biased estimates of the gradient, and that the resulting least squares solution is undervalued. To avoid this behavior, we propose to replace the discrete phase gradients by the local frequency estimates and to use the associated measure of con dence as a weighting factor. This global approach is developped in section 4.
These unwrapping techniques are applied to di erent interferometric products from ERS European radar satellites. Results are presented for topographic interferograms with various landscapes (Etna volcano in Sicilia and Bern mountainous area in Switzerland) and for a di erential interferogram measuring the displacement eld of the Landers 1992 earthquake 13].
Interferometric data
With A and B referring to the two original SAR images from two satellite passes, we denote by A (i; j) e | A (i;j) and B (i; j) e | B (i;j) the complex amplitude of each image. The relation between the interferometric exact phase and the target elevation z may be approximated by 14]:
where R is the slant range distance, the radar wave-length, b the baseline between the two satellite positions, x g the ground range distance, H the satellite altitude and d = q H 2 + x 2 g . This formulation exhibits two contributions in the phase variations: the rst term, not depending on the elevation z, corresponds to the fringe pattern in the case of a at terrain. Fringes due to this phase are called orbital fringes and denoted orb . They might be roughly estimated by using orbital data or by a range registration. the second term is proportional to z and contains the topographic information. The corresponding phase variation is referred as topographic fringes and denoted top .
The topographic interferometric product we used is provided by the CNES. 1 It is made of three images: the interferogram, the correlation (the magnitude of the complex correlation between the two original images) and an average amplitude image. 
High intensity structures reveal the presence of lay-overs ( gure 1-c) whereas the lack of signal reveals shadow areas.
For earth motion analysis, a di erential interferogram is obtained from the previous interferogram by removing the phase variations due to the topography, using either a second interferogram 1 CNES: Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (French Space Agency) or an existing digital elevation model. The resulting fringe pattern measures the projection in the range direction of the displacement eld that have occurred between the two satellite passes 3]. 3 Phase unwrapping: local approach
Propagation methods
Most unwrapping techniques rely on the hypothesis that the phase does not vary more than between adjacent pixels (P; P 0 ). This hypothesis allows us to measure the wrapped phase di erences w by the following rule:
(P 0 ) ? (P) if j (P 0 ) ? (P)j < (P 0 ) ? (P) + 2 if (P 0 ) ? (P) ? (P 0 ) ? (P) ? 2 if (P 0 ) ? (P) (4) Accordingly, a discrete estimation of the phase gradient r = ( x ; y ) is de ned by:
x (m; n) = w ((m; n); (m + 1; n)) and y (m; n) = w ((m; n); (m; n + 1))
The path following techniques integrate the wrapped phase di erences along paths C P 0 !P 1 connecting a pixel P 1 to an already unwrapped pixel P 0 :
(P 1 ) = (P 0 ) + X P2 C P 0 !P 1 w (P; P 0 )
Residues are detected by performing this integration along elementary closed paths C P 0 !P 0 made of 4 adjacent pixels. The sum should be zero. If it is not, it may be equal to 2 and reveals the presence of a positive or negative residue due to a wrong estimation of the gradient by equation (4) .
To avoid propagating errors due to corrupted phase di erences, one tries to connect opposite sign residues into cut lines which cannot be crossed by unwrapping paths 9]. Several algorithms have been proposed to perform this connection 16], but raw interferograms are usually too noisy to be automatically processed. Either a human operator or an e cient phase lter (to reduce the number of residues) are required to make the unwrapping feasible.
Slope compensated phase lter
Filtering the wrapped phase of interferometric data is known as a di cult task mostly because of the accumulation of noise and 2 wrapping e ects. The adaptation of classical speckle lters, as proposed by Lee for instance 17], requires the phase to be already unwrapped, but unwrapping can hardly be performed before ltering. The spectral shift technique 18] provides an improvement of the correlation level and the fringe quality by removing the non-overlapping part of the spectra of the two original SAR images. But this technique requires an accurate knowledge of the local slope, a rarely available information except if the interferogram itself is used to measure the slope by local frequency estimation.
In 1], we proposed a modi ed version of MUSIC algorithm 19] to measure the local frequency (f x ; f y ) of a fringe pattern corresponding to a 2-dimensional sine-wave model:
For each pixel this algorithm provides an estimate of the 2-D local frequency ( This measure of the local slope could be used to perform the spectral shift technique as proposed in 18], but it would require to go back to the two original SAR images to lter them and to restart the interferogram generation process. For the sake of simplicity, we prefer to use these estimates to lter the interferogram which has already been produced.
According to Rodriguez 6] , the argument b (m; n) of the complex correlation measured in equation (2) is the maximum-likelihood estimator of the phase. Therefore its standard deviation can be approximated by its Cramer-Rao bound:
where hi denotes the statistical expectation, M is the number of looks and the statistical correlation estimated by the magnitude of the complex correlation c co(m; n). By increasing the number of looks, we reduce the phase standard deviation and decrease the number of residues due to noise.
But this technique is limited by the assumption that the phase is locally constant, which is no longer valid for narrow topographic fringes as met for instance in mountainous areas. Therefore, an estimation of the local fringe orientation and frequency becomes necessary to adapt lters to fringe patterns.
We propose to use the estimates of the local frequency ( c f x ; c f y ) to extend the performance of the maximum likelihood estimation to the various fringe patterns and to the di erent correlation levels met in SAR interferograms. We rst adapt the complex multi-looking to the local fringe pattern by subtracting the phase local variations approximated by the sine-wave model of equation (7). In a ltering window W centered on pixel P taken as origin, the corrected phase is given by:
After this local slope compensation, the phase is a stationary process which only varies because of noise and the di erences between the exact fringe pattern and the rst order model.
We can now extend the complex averaging over a ltering window W wider than the initial multi-looking window F of equation 2. If we use only the three averaged images
co(m; n) and am(m; n) described in section 2, we can reconstruct for each pixel (m; n) the sum of the M o initial single look samples: with the approximation A (i; j) ' B (i; j), we obtain from equations (2) and ( am 2 (m; n) (11) where~ denotes the ltered phase and f co the ltered correlation.
Filtering results
The results of ltering may rst be seen visually from the fringe pattern legibility in gure 1 for Bern area and gure 2 for Etna region. Besides the fringe legibility, the number of pixels detected as residues provides an objective criterion to evaluate interferogram quality and lters e ciency: idealy restored phase should be free of residues due to the wrapping of noisy phase values, but they may still contain residues due to non-interferometric features. Table 1 presents the improvement of the interferogram measured by the decrease of the percentage of residues before and after ltering.
The lter proposed by equation (11) has been applied rst with constant window sizes: 4 nearest neighbors (4 n.n.) or N N windows, which respectively bring the number of averaged samples to 5 M o or N 2 M o . In well correlated areas (co > 0:5), small windows (like 3 3) are usually enough to obtain noise free fringes without any residue. But in low correlation areas (co < 0:3), large windows like 7 7 or 9 9 are necessary to get rid of the residues.
Secondly, the lter has been applied with adaptive windows. According to equation (8), a greater number of samples is required to reduce the phase variance of low correlation areas at a level similar to the level obtained in well correlated areas. In order to have the same e ciency in the whole interferogram without loss of spatial resolution, we chose to adapt the lter window size to the local correlation level: di erent window sizes are used for di erent interval of the correlation level (9 9 window for the lowest values up to 4 n.n. window for the highest). Results presented in gures 1 and 2 have been obtained by applying the slope compensated lter de ned in equation (11) with correlation adapted windows.
Grouping the last residues
Filtered interferograms contain regular fringe patterns over large regions of the scenes, but reliable automated phase unwrapping is still poisoned by irreversible perturbations due to noninterferometric features (lakes, rivers, aliasing on mountain fore-slope, etc.). A classi cation technique dedicated to the detection of such perturbations has been presented in 12]. It is based on a
The initial residue grouping algorithm proposed by Goldstein 9 ] builds a cut-line by connecting a rst residue to the nearest one and continuing up to the connection of an equal number of positive and negative residues (or a connection to the border). New cuts are build as long as single residues remain. A limitation of this algorithm is that there is no warranty to connect the right pairs of residues or at least to connect together the residues from the same perturbation.
We propose to adapt this algorithm to the ltered interferograms where most of the residues are already grouped by mask components. To make the unwrapping result independent of the propagation path, each cut or mask component should be neutral: it should contain an equal number of positive and negative residues or touch the border. Our modi ed algorithm starts by merging the mask and the residues detected on the ltered interferogram in a single image, where the connex components (mask components and uncovered residues) are labeled according to the 8-connectivity (since the unwrapping paths are built in 4-connectivity). For each connex component, we measure the size and the charge (i.e. the number of positive residues minus the number of negative one). Starting from one of the smallest components which is not neutral, we look for the nearest component and connect them together, making a single new component with a charge equal to the sum of the two previous charges. If a border is reached, the component is connected to it and becomes neutral. The algorithm stops when all components are neutral. This nal mask covers all residues and warrants that the unwrapping solution is unique: the solution does not depend any more on the choice of the propagation path used in equation (6) .
Results obtained with this approach are illustrated on data of Bern area ( gure 1-d) and Etna volcano ( gure 3). Thanks to the slope compensated lter, areas of regular fringes are free of residues, but some remain in uncorrelated areas and along discontinuities due to under-sampling (positive and negative residues can be observed in the square of gure 2 enlarged in gure 3-a). The initial mask obtained by classi cation 12] covers most of the residues due to non-interferometric features but some isolated residues still need to be connected ( gure 3-b). The connecting algorithm achieves the residue grouping in neutral components ( gure 3-c) which correspond to the physical perturbations. In gure 1 for instance, the wide fringes corresponding to a valley between Bern and Thun are altered by the noise and broken by the foreshortening e ect on the Belpberg mount which is about 200 meters higher than the valley. The slope compensated lter removes the residues due to the noise and the mask based residue grouping succeed to built the correct cuts corresponding to the long discontinuities. The ltered phase can be unwrapped by any unwrapping path which does not cross the nal mask components. 
The solution of the unweighted problem is computed by a regularisation in the spectral domain whereas the weighted problem requires the use of an iterative algorithm or a multi-grid technique 23]. The results presented in the following sections have been computed by the preconditioned conjugate gradient minimization, with a fast cosine transform to solve the unweighted problem and to perform the preconditionning which accelerates the computation of the weighted solution 10].
E ect of noise on the LS solution
When unwrapping fringes with residues by LS techniques, it is known that isolated residues create local errors which decrease as 1=r, where r is the distance to the residue 21]. But when the noise strongly a ects an area, residues are no more isolated and LS unwrapping produces a global error which appears as a bias between the solution and the original model. This e ect results from systematic errors in the discrete estimation of the phase gradient measured by equation (4) . The bias of the discrete phase gradient can be expressed according to the phase distribution model as a function of the correlation level and the local frequency as proposed in 24] . But the complexity of the multi-look phase statistics 17] and the di culty of having an accurate measure of the local correlation make a direct compensation of the bias value quite risky.
Using a simpli ed noise model, we demonstrate now that the bias has a systematic behavior: the phase slope is underestimated as soon as residues appear. For the sake of simplicity, we consider in this section the 1-D problem (with m as discrete spatial variable and f as instantaneous frequency).
We suppose the phase in the ?0:5 
When a is equal to 1, the geometric phase signal disappears since it is totally covered by the random phase. We model the fringe pattern by its rst order approximation: 
From equations (4), (16) and (17), the wrapped phase di erence w is given by: 
The wrapped phase di erence expected value h w i is given by:
This integral can be obtained from the wrapped value of (f + ). If we suppose f > 0, there are 3 di erent cases illustrated on gure 4: The di erence h w i ? f = ?(f + a ? 0:5) 2 =2a 2 is negative, so h w i is lower than f. 3 . if (f + ) goes over 0:5 and even below ?0:5 (i.e. a > 0:5 + f), there are 3 intervals and we obtain after simpli cations:
The expected value h w i is again lower than f.
Accordingly, as soon as the noise creates residues (i.e. a > 0:5 ? f), the wrapped phase di erences are biased. The following steps of LS unwrapping are linear (Fast Fourier or Cosine Transform for instance). Therefore the result remains an undervalued model. This behavior is illustrated on synthetic fringes ( gure 5). Table 2 shows the agreement of the gradients measured on the unwrapped models with the expected values given in cases 2 and 3 by equations (21) and (22).
Using local frequency estimates
To improve the robustness to the noise, the corrupted wrapped phase di erences should be replaced by an unbiased estimation of the 2-D local frequencies (f x ; f y ) 25]. The algorithm presented in 1] estimates the local frequency from the analytic signal, which reads with the previous 1-D notations:
We compute the autocorrelation coe cients:
where K = he | (0) i 2 . Then the frequency estimates are derived as:
which is unbiased since the noise only a ects the real coe cient K.
We obtain a noise immune solution of Poisson equation (13) 
The resulting LS unwrapping is exact up to a high noise level (a = 0:8 on the previous synthetic fringes). The use of local frequencies also provides, without any ltering, a strong reduction of the noise phase variations visible on gures 5-c and 6-b.
Weighted LS unwrapping
By using the local frequency estimates, we reduce noticeably the noise e ect on the LS solution.
But the result is still corrupted by non-interferometric areas where the phase gradient cannot be measured. Such perturbations a ect the whole LS solution which is a compromise between reliable and erroneous values. The use of a weighted least squares method (WLS) allows us to cancel the in uence of inconsistent areas.
The weights are obtained either by detecting the non-interferometric features or by using the measure of con dence in frequency estimates 1]. For topographic fringes which contain aliased fringes, it is necessary to perform a precise detection of lay-overs based on the use of the amplitude image 12]. For di erential interferograms where fringes disappear on wide areas, the measure of con dence C(m; n) in the frequency estimation is su cient to reveal the lack of consistent fringe pattern. Contrary to the path following methods, WLS unwrapping does not require to solve the residue connection problem. We veri ed experimentally that the accuracy of the result increases with the precision of the detection of inconsistent areas.
On the interferogram shown in gure 6, binary weights w(m; n) = 0 or 1 are derived from C(m; n) by thresholding, morphological closing and suppression of small disconnected reliable areas. Even though the mask does not cover all of the residues, WLS unwrapping of local frequencies provides a correct unwrapped model: the di erence with the wrapped phase is smaller than one fringe over the whole reliable area. On masked areas, the WLS unwrapping proposes unwrapped phases which correspond to an interpolation of the surface, but these phases must be accepted with a great care.
Conclusion
In this paper, we show that the prior determination of reliable local 2-D frequency makes phase unwrapping feasible, even for very noisy SAR interferograms from satellite images. We describe the use of frequency estimates in two of the main unwrapping approaches. For path following methods, a slope compensated phase lter strongly reduces the noise variance. Once the residues due to the noise disappear, the connection of residues due to non-interferometric features becomes much easier for an operator or for an automatic algorithm. A grouping technique based on early detection of lay-overs and uncorrelated areas is proposed to built the cut-lines corresponding to the exact solution.
For weighted least squares methods, we demonstrate that the use of wrapped phase di erences corrupted by the noise leads to undervalued solutions whereas the local frequency estimates provide unbiased gradients, which can be used directly in the minimization. Moreover, weights can be derived from the measure of con dence associated to the frequency estimates in order to avoid the in uence of inconsistent areas.
Both approaches have been tested on topographic and di erential interferograms. For topographic data including phase aliasing in mountainous areas, we would rather recommend the rst approach which is more precise after the construction of the correct cuts along lay-overs. For atter areas or di erential interferograms which do not require an accurate masking of residues, the second approach has the advantage of using directly the frequency estimation outputs and providing a global solution which is smooth and close to the exact solution. original phaseltered phase residues region M o residues 4 n.n. 3 3 5 5 7 7 9 9 W(co(P)) Bern 2 10 14. 
